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Abstract. This paper proposes a local motion-based approach for rec-
ognizing group activities in soccer videos. Given the SIFT keypoint
matches on two successive frames, we propose a simple but effective
method to group these keypoints into the background point set and the
foreground point set. The former one is used to estimate camera motion
and the latter one is applied to represent group actions. After camera
motion compensation, we apply a local motion descriptor to character-
ize relative motion between corresponding keypoints on two consecutive
frames. The novel descriptor is effective in representing group activities
since it focuses on local motion of individuals and excludes noise such as
background motion caused by inaccurate compensation. Experimental
results show that our approach achieves high recognition rates in soccer
videos and is robust to inaccurate compensation results.

1 Introduction

Group activity recognition is an important research topic in computer vision
community which aims to make machines recognize activities of a group of peo-
ple. In contrast to an individual activity, a group activity is a behavior of multiple
individuals who unite and act for the same goal. In a soccer match, two teams
attack, defend or challenge for the ball. In this paper, we aim to recognize their
activities from a video sequence captured by a moving camera.

There are two main problems lying in our task. One is ego-motion compen-
sation. In a soccer video, the court view camera is tracking the ball throughout
the whole soccer match. Thus, ego-motion compensation is required. In previ-
ous work, compensation is usually conducted by finding matches of keypoints
(e.g. KLT features [1], [2]) on consecutive frames and then estimating camera
motion parameters using the coordinates of the keypoints ([3], [4]). Affine model
is usually employed to model camera motion.

The other key problem is action representation. A common way for action
representation is first to detect spatial-temporal interest points [5] and then
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represent an action by a set of quantized local features around the detected
interest points [6], [7]. As for group action representation, [4] use the direction
of global motion to represent group actions and a novel two-channeled motion
descriptor is proposed to characterize global motion.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on local motion informa-
tion for group activity recognition. Given keypoint matches on successive frames,
our method groups these keypoint matches into two sets, the background point
set which is used for estimating the parameters of camera motion model, and
the foreground point set which is utilized to represent group actions. After that,
relative motion between the corresponding foreground keypoints on two consec-
utive frames is computed and then quantized to create relative motion words.
Group actions in our work are represented by a collection of quantized relative
motion features. In contrast to global motion such as the optical flow, our ap-
proach concentrates on local motion information and is thus robust to inaccurate
compensation results.

2 Related Work

An important issue in action recognition is to detect spatial-temporal local re-
gions of human movement. Laptev and Lindeberg [5] extended spatial interest
points into spatial-temporal directions to detect regions with variations in both
spatial and temporal dimensions. Dóllar et al.[7] detected interest points by local
maxima of a response function calculated by separable linear filters. The SIFT
descriptor [8] is a widely used technique in object recognition and is extended
to a 3-dimensional descriptor to describe local regions of human actions [6]. The
above spatial-temporal interest points (STIPs) are suitable for large scale human
figure. However, figure size in soccer videos is much smaller than that in regu-
lar human action videos. Thus, salient regions in soccer videos may not be well
detected by STIPs. In addition, our task is slightly different from previous work
in human action recognition which usually concerns actions of a single human,
while we focus on actions of a group of people. Therefore, STIPs are not capable
of representing motion of a group of people.

Another critical problem in action recognition is action representation. Re-
cently, a common way for representing action is using quantized local features
around interest points. In [9], action representation is derived by using 2D quan-
tized local features of motion images word and quantized angles and distances
between visual words and the reference point. Liu and Shah [10] investigated
the optimal number of video-words by using Maximization of Mutual Informa-
tion clustering. With action representation, many approaches such as generative
models (e.g. pLSA [11], hierarchical graphical models [12], LDA [13]) and dis-
criminative models (e.g. SVM [14]) can be employed for recognition.

In recent years, player activity analysis in sport videos has been widely inves-
tigated. Efros et al.[15] proposed a motion descriptor based on the optical flow to
recognize individual action in medium view on soccer court. Their method split
the optical flow vector field into four non-negative channels and constructed a
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of our approach.

motion-to-motion similarity matrix by summing up the frame-to-frame similar-
ities over a temporal window. A slice based optical flow histograms (S-OFHs)
approach proposed in [16] was to recognize left-swing or right-swing of a player
in tennis videos. Kong et al.[4] proposed a global motion-based approach for rec-
ognizing group action. The global motion in their work is derived by computing
the optical flow.

3 Our Approach

The flowchart of our approach is shown in Fig.1. Given a video sequence, the
SIFT keypoint matches are first detected on two successive frames. Then these
keypoints are grouped into two sets, the background point set and the foreground
point set. Points in the background point set are used to compute the parameters
of affine transformation model and points in the foreground point set are applied
to represent group actions. After compensation, we first compute the relative
motion between corresponding keypoints in the foreground point set on two
successive frames and then create relative motion codebook by using bag-of-
words strategy to quantize relative motion. With this codebook, each action is
represented as a collection of relative motion words and classified by the SVM.

3.1 Ego-motion Compensation

The camera involved in soccer videos always moves to track the ball during
broadcasting. Thus, ego-motion compensation technique is necessary to trans-
form frames into the same coordinate system.

Keypoint Detection and Matching Given a video, the SIFT [8] keypoints
are first detected on each frame. Then matches of the detected keypoints are
found on the next frame. Keypoints with no matches (e.g. on objects that are
temporally occluded) will be discarded. However, the detected keypoints are not
only associated with background objects but also with foreground objects such
as players (see Fig.2). Thus, keypoints on moving objects should be eliminated
to make accurate compensation. In our work, we group these keypoints into two
sets based on distance variation measure.
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Background Point Selection We aim to group the detected keypoint matches
into two sets according to the objects they are associated with. One set is the
background point set that consists of points associated with static objects such
as the soccer court. Points in this set are used to compute the affine transforma-
tion parameters. The other set is called the foreground point set that contains
keypoints detected on moving objects such as players. Points associated with
moving objects are utilized in group action representation.

Since keypoints may be associated with moving objects (e.g. players) or static
objects (e.g. soccer court), there are three types of relationships for two key-
points: two points on static objects; one point on a moving object and the other
on a static object; and two points on moving objects. Distance variation for two
points associated with static objects on two successive frames is within a small
range while it is somewhat large for the case that one point on a static object
and the other point on a moving object. However, distance change for two points
on moving objects on two consecutive frames is uncertain. It can be within a
small range or larger than a threshold. Based on the fact that a few keypoints are
associated with static objects in soccer videos, we can distinguish the case that
points on static objects from the case that points on moving objects by counting
the number of keypoints where distance variation for these points and a given
keypoint is within small range. The more keypoints meet the above requirement,
the more probable the given keypoint is associated with a static object.

Based on the above discussion, we first compute the n∗n Euclidean distance
matrix Dt between pairs of keypoints on a frame at time t, where n is the number
of detected keypoints on the frame. Then we compute the difference matrix D
between two distance matrices Dt and Dt+1 of two frames: D = Dt −Dt+1. For
a keypoint pi, its score is computed as the number of points where the distance
variation D on two successive frames for these points and the given point is
within a small range. Points with scores higher than a threshold γ are grouped
into the background point set. The remaining points are treated as foreground
points used for group action representation. Fig.2 shows that our method has
accurately discriminated the foreground points from the background points.

Ego-motion Compensation The compensation technique employed in our
work is similar to [4]. Since only pan and tilt are considered, a linear affine
model is used to model camera motion:(
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where (xt,yt) are 2D coordinate of a keypoint on the tth frame, T t+1
t and b are

parameters derived by minimizing the sum of squared differences. After the ego-
motion compensation phase, two consecutive frames are transformed into the
same coordinate system and then can be used in motion descriptor extraction.
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Fig. 2. Results of keypoints grouping. Points in this figure are keypoint matches on two
successive frames. The red crosses are associated with moving objects and the white
points are associated with static objects. This figure is best viewed in color.

3.2 Computing Local Motion Descriptor

A group action is a behavior of a group of individuals. These individuals unite
and act for the same goal. In soccer videos, motion of two groups is correlated.
One group attacking leads to the activity of defending of the other group. There-
fore, we just model motion of two groups rather than differentiating two groups
and model their motion separately. In our work, we utilize local motion infor-
mation to represent group actions in soccer videos.

Local Motion Representation In our work, local motion information is ob-
tained by computing the relative motion of the points in the foreground point set.
After the ego-motion compensation phase, all points in two consecutive frames
are in the same coordinate system. Thus, the relative motion of foreground
points can be accurately derived by measuring distance between corresponding
foreground keypoints of two frames.

Assume that f t+1
t is the foreground point set containing keypoint matches

between frame t and t + 1. In f t+1
t , the two-dimensional coordinate of the ith

keypoint at frame t is ft(i) = (xi, yi) and the coordinate of its match keypoint
at frame t + 1 is ft+1(i). Then the relative motion of the ith keypoint at two
successive frames is

ri = fi(t + 1) − (T t+1
t fi(t) + b), (2)

where T t+1
t and b are the affine transformation parameters derived in Eq.(1).

In our representation, the polar coordinate system is utilized to capture the
angles and the distances between elements in a relative motion vector and the
origin (0, 0). We first transform the Cartesian coordinates of a relative motion
vector r to the polar coordinates: r = (ρ, θ), where ρ is the distance from the
origin to the elements in the relative motion and θ is a counterclockwise angular
displacement. The procedure of generating a relative motion word is illustrated in
Fig.3. Provided that the radial coordinate is divided into K bins and the angular
coordinate is divided into N equal bins, then each element in the relative motion
vector r can be put into one of the K ∗N bins to generate a 2D descriptor. After
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Fig. 3. Procedure of generating a relative motion word. Each point in the figure is an
element in a relative motion vector.

this phase, the angle words and the distance words are generated for elements
in the relative motion vector. We simply concatenate the 2D bins and construct
the relative motion codebook with a size of K ∗ N .

After relative motion words generation, relative motion of keypoints in the
foreground point set on two successive frames is represented by a collection of the
relative motion words. To represent a group action, a histogram of the relative
motion words is computed on every two consecutive frames. The histograms for
all pairs of frames are summed and then normalized to serve as the feature of a
group action.

Compared with the global motion information, our representation excludes
motion information of background caused by inaccurate compensation and fo-
cuses on local motion of players. Thus, motion information in our representation
is more reliable. It can be seen in the robustness test in Section 4.1.

3.3 Action Recognition

Given a new video, the task is to classify the new input to one of the action
classes. In our approach, the linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) [18] is em-
ployed to classify group actions. SVM is a powerful technique in classification
tasks. It first maps data to high dimensional space and then looks for separating
the hyperplane with the largest margin. Suppose the training data are repre-
sented as {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn)} where xi(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) denotes the
action video descriptor and the corresponding yi is the class label, we apply
an one-versus-one approach for multi-class classification in which k(k − 1)/2
classifiers are constructed. Voting strategy is used in classification.

4 Experiments

We tested our method on the soccer dataset from [4]. The dataset contains 3
group actions: “left side attacking” (LA), “left side defending” (LD) and “stale-
mate” (ST). There are 40 videos for each action to provide a total of 120 videos.
Example frames of the action categories are shown in Fig.4.
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Fig. 4. Example frames from video sequences of the dataset. The first row is the frames
of “left side attacking” action. The second row shows the “left side defending” action
and the third row shows the “ stalemate” action. The dataset contains 120 videos.

The default experiment settings are as follows. The distance variation range δ
is set to [−0.3, 0.3] and the score threshold γ is set to the average of maximum and
minimum scores of points in the current frame. Empirically, the radial coordinate
is divided into 3 bins: [0, 2.25), [2.25, 4) and [4,+∞) and the angular coordinate
is divided into 4 bins: [−45◦, 45◦), [45◦, 135◦), [135◦, 225◦), and [225◦, 315◦). The
LIBSVM [19] is used as the implementation of SVM.

We conducted experiments on the soccer dataset to 1) demonstrate the per-
formance of our approach for group activity recognition; 2) test the robustness of
our approach using different compensation results; and 3) compare our approach
with previous methods.

4.1 Experimental Results

Performance of our approach We evaluated our approach on the soccer
dataset using both leave-one-out (LOO) and split training strategies. In the
LOO strategy, for each type of actions, one video is selected as the test data and
the rest are used as the training data. In the split strategy, we randomly selected
10 videos of each action as the training data and the rest as the testing data.

Confusion matrices of our approach are shown in Table 1. Our approach
achieved 81.7% accuracy with the LOO strategy and 90.0% with the split strat-
egy. Results show that the proposed local motion descriptor is a discriminative
feature for group actions. As can be seen from Table 1 (a) and (b), there is no
misclassification between “left side attacking” and “left side defending” action.
This is because our approach focuses on relative motion of moving objects which
is discriminative between the two actions. In Table 1(a), some “left side defend-
ing” videos are misclassified as “stalemate” while the misclassifying rate is lower
with split training strategy (see Table 1(b)). This is because the contents in some
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(a) results using the leave-
one-out training strategy

Action LA ST LD

LA 0.83 0.17 0
ST 0 0.93 0.07
LD 0 0.30 0.70

(b) results using the split
training strategy

Action LA ST LD

LA 0.93 0.07 0
ST 0 0.87 0.13
LD 0 0.10 0.90

Table 1. Confusion matrix of our approach using (a) the leave-one-out training strat-
egy and (b) the split training strategy. The recognition rates of our approach are
respectively 81.7% and 90.0% with the LOO and split strategy.
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Fig. 5. Recognition rates using different compensation results.

“left side defending” action videos are somewhat similar to the “stalemate” ac-
tion. For those “left side defending” action videos, the left side try to intercept
the ball. Although the significant motion of these videos is from the right side to
the left, their local motion information is similar to that of “stalemate” action
videos. If videos with these complex situation are trained, the predictive model
is inaccurate and thus leads to misclassification.

Robustness test Different parameters δ and γ in the point grouping phase
generate different affine transformation models and thus lead to different com-
pensation results. To evaluate the sensitivity of our approach to compensation
results, we used several different parameters. Parameter δ is set to five ranges:
[−0.1, 0.1], [−0.2, 0.2], [−0.3, 0.3], [−0.4, 0.4], and [−0.5, 0.5], and γ is set to three
functions of scores: mean scores, median scores, and average of the maximum
and minimum scores to provide a total of 15 possible parameter combinations.
Results are illustrated in Fig.5.

As shown in the figure, compensation results influence recognition rates but
the influence is slight. With different parameter combinations, all the final recog-
nition rates remain above 85%. Although compensation results are different and
thus affect relative motion information, thanks to the bag-of-words strategy, the
quantized local motion (relative motion words) is slightly affected and it gener-
ates similar descriptors for group action representation. Therefore, our approach
is able to achieve high accuracy with inaccurate compensation results.
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Method Accuracy

Kong et al.[4] 86.4%
Histograms 58.3%
S-OFHs 52.1%
Ours 90.0%

Table 2. The performance of the approaches for recognizing group actions

Comparison experiments We compared our approach with three global mo-
tion based-methods in [4], i.e. the proposed method in that paper, the histogram-
based method and the SOFHs-based method. The last two methods were used as
the comparison methods in [4]. The global motion in three comparative methods
is derived by the optical flow but is described by different descriptors. They were
tested on the dataset with 126 videos using the split training strategy. Follow
their training strategy, we tested our approach and showed results in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can see that our method outperforms the other three meth-
ods. This is because our local motion descriptor is more discriminative to recog-
nize group actions than the comparative methods. Thanks to the local motion
descriptor, our approach is able to capture player motion and exclude back-
ground motion caused by inaccurate compensation results. Thus, motion infor-
mation in our approach is more accurate. The three competing methods utilize
optical flow to represent global motion. Since optical flow is sensitive to noise,
global motion in their methods is inaccurate and thus results in misclassification.

We compared computational costs between our approach and the methods in
[4]. Our approach (implemented in unoptimized C code) costs about 0.8 seconds
in extracting features on one frame while the comparative methods (implemented
using OpenCV) costs about 0.2 seconds.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a local motion-based approach for recognizing group activi-
ties in soccer videos. Our approach focuses on local motion of individuals and
excludes noise such as background motion caused by inaccurate compensation.
A simple but effective method is proposed to group given keypoint matches
to the background point set and foreground point set. To effectively represent
group actions, we propose a novel approach that makes use of relative motion
of individuals and represents group activities using a bag-of-words paradigm.
Results show that our approach achieves high recognition rates and is robust to
inaccurate compensation results.
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